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APRILE base and tall units

by Piero Lissoni & CRS Boffi

The APRILE kitchen emphasizes the value of natural materials in modern kitchen design. This kitchen system is 

distinguished by its very thin countertop detail, which can be specified in stainless steel, Corian, stone, marble 

or granite. A deep washbasin is recessed and integrated into the countertop, providing extra sink space used for 

prepping and dishwashing. This integrated washbasin is seamless, has sharp corners and acts as an interesting 

sculptural element that contrasts against the light material of the countertop. The cabinetry can be fully 

customized, in both size and material, to suit any space. This system offers a variety of handle options to align 

with a preferred aesthetic or performance.
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HIDE tall unit 

by Piero Lissoni & CRS Boffi

The epitome of minimalist design, Boffi’s HIDE kitchen is 

designed to conceal a complete, full-working kitchen – 

including appliances, a sink and shelving – behind closed 

doors. From the exterior, the HIDE doesn’t resemble a kitchen 

at all; tall cabinetry units, which recess into the system and 

can be customized in size and finish, discreetly store all the 

technical parts that compose a kitchen. While any countertop 

and backsplash can be chosen, the HIDE unit’s signature 

look consists of a thin stainless steel profile countertop with 

a welded stainless steel sink. A beautiful steel shelf with an 

integrated LED strip is included above every internal workspace 

to provide task lighting. The simplicity of the HIDE kitchen is 

what makes it special. It can function as a showpiece within a 

space or blend into the architecture of its surroundings. 
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K2 island 

by Norbert Wangen

The K2 kitchen revolutionizes the concept 

of a compact kitchen. The K2 is an elegant 

standalone kitchen system that is ideal 

for limited spaces and contains all the 

necessary elements for both cooking and 

entertaining. The stainless steel or Corian 

top slides to one side, at once creating 

a stylish linear table that can be used 

as a serving or dining space, and also 

revealing state-of-the-art cooking and 

prep surfaces beneath. Available in three 

sizes, the K2 contains a welded sink with 

handmade solid stainless steel fittings, 

an oven, refrigerator, dishwasher and 

additional drawer space.
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K14 island and base unit

by Norbert Wangen

The K14 kitchen is an elegant 

and seamless statement piece 

characterized by its top beveled 

edges and finish that wraps around 

the doors to the side panels, 

creating a design that appears more 

compact, like a sculptural piece. K14 

expands on Wangen’s collection 

for the kitchen, introducing new 

materials for the worktops (stainless 

steel, Corian, marble, stone and 

granite) as well as the doors 

(Silcover, wood, Corian, metals and 

stainless steel). 
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K20 island and base unit

by Norbert Wangen

The K20 kitchen is a functional space-saving solution for the modern home. The finish on 

the doors (available in Silcover, Ecolak, wood, metal, Corian or stainless steel) wraps around 

the side panels, creating a design that appears more compact. The stainless steel backsplash is 

equipped with a shelf and integrated light and can be fitted with small doors that open to reveal 

sockets for electrical appliances. K20 is distinguished by its handle detail, which sits slightly above 

the countertop, while the countertop is inset within the system.  
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K21 island and base unit 

by Norbert Wangen

Norbert Wangen’s newest custom kitchen 

system for Boffi is distinguished by 

functionality and harmony. The K21 offers 

elegant cabinetry with door fronts in 

Silcover, Ecolak, wood, metal, Corian or 

stainless steel. Extruded aluminum door 

handles are finished in anodized matte 

black or brushed stainless steel and the 

countertops have an angled edge detail. An 

optional island provides additional space for 

eating or preparing food. 
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MADIA freestanding unit 

by Piero Lissoni & CRS Boffi

The MADIA cabinet is a more rustic approach to the modern 

kitchen, characterized by double hinged doors in solid old grey 

pinewood that open up to glass shelving and LED lighting on 

the inside. The distinct, weathered pinewood is recycled from 

old houses, barns and huts and bears slight imperfections that 

make each unit unique and provide texture and warmth within 

the kitchen, but with interiors that are unmistakably modern.    

ON/OFF ST freestanding unit 

by Alberto Colonello

The ON/OFF ST modular kitchen is a truly unique system, with 

nothing else like it on the market today. The fixtures, countertops and 

appliances are concealed behind folding doors that open upwards 

electronically. The exterior doors display a 30 mm. reveal between 

the panels and can be customized, with a choice of finish in stainless 

steel, wood or Ecolak, a water-based matte “soft touch” lacquer that 

is applied in layers for added durability and available in a variety of 

colors. The interior is finished beautifully in the highest quality stainless 

steel, with a welded sink and plenty of storage space. Compact and 

unobtrusive, the self-standing structure almost resembles a furniture 

piece that can be placed in a room, an efficient but elegant space-saver 

for the modern home.
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OPEN island 

by Piero Lissoni

Designed for indoor or outdoor use, the OPEN kitchen keeps everything 

within reach and in sight with open shelves made of wired glass. This system is 

composed of a cooking and washing unit in stainless steel, an integrated central 

wood cutting board and can be completed with an adjoining wood table that is 

fitted with double storage shelves. 
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PROGRAMMA STANDARD base and tall units

by Piero Lissoni

The eco-friendly PROGRAMMA STANDARD kitchen 

features clean lines and perfect proportions. 

PROGRAMMA STANDARD offers a unique contrast 

between natural and manmade materials: an attached 

table, which can be used as a breakfast bar or for 

additional prep space, is made of reclaimed old solid 

pinewood and adds warmth and texture to the kitchen, 

while the adjoining island can be finished in Ecolak 

lacquer, Silcover, veneer wood, polyester, Decomat, 

Corian, laminate or stainless steel. Integrated handles 

in the cabinet doors are minimal and unobtrusive. 
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SALINAS base and wall units 

by Patricia Urquiola 

Patricia Urquiola’s award-winning SALINAS kitchen is innovative, eco-friendly, tactile and highly customizable. 

This kitchen has a distinct black frame structure and can be designed to be monochromatic or a variety of 

colors and rich materials can be used, such as matte ceramic, marble, stone or natural Sicilian lava stone for the 

worktops and wood, lacquer, metal, concrete or glass for the doors. A large sink in natural stone is integrated 

into the countertop. A metal structure situated above the countertops provides ample storage space for 

cooking utensils and dishes and can be fitted with LED lighting. A pivoting, solid wood table provides extra 

prep space that is both attractive and functional. 
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XILA base unit and tall units 

by Luigi Massoni 

Perhaps Boffi’s most iconic kitchen, the 

XILA system has been in production since 

1972 and was the first kitchen available 

without handles. There is a horizontal 

handrail detail for the base units and a 

vertical handrail detail for the tall units, 

which open up to reveal maximum storage 

inside. The worktops and doors can be 

customized in your choice of finish including 

newly introduced materials like frosted 

painted glass and aluminum which lend the 

kitchen a refined, sophisticated aesthetic.
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XILA ST base unit and tall units 

by Luigi Massoni 

The XILA ST expands on the existing handle-less XILA system, 

but is distinguished by its base units that operate on a push-

to-open system. Various washbasins can be integrated in to 

the XILA ST, including recessed, flush-mounted and semi-

flush-mounted versions. For added storage, boiserie shelving 

units can be mounted on top of the system or on the wall 

in a variety of rich wood finishes or in white Corian or black 

Paperstone slate.

ZONE tall unit 

by Piero Lissoni

ZONE is a modern modular kitchen system equipped with pullout 

sliding doors in wood, Ecolak or matte lacquer that sit flush and 

conceal shelving, storage drawers and integrated lighting within. Thin 

internal worktops are available in a variety of finishes (glass, aluminum 

or wood) with doors that have recessed handles in stainless steel. 
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BOFFI CODE kitchens 

by Piero Lissoni

BOFFI CODE is Boffi’s cutting-edge new program that puts 

the company’s extraordinary production capabilities in service 

of your custom kitchen, offering extremely tailor-made 

solutions for your unique space. This unprecedented level of 

customization combines Boffi’s artisanal craftsmanship with 

state of the art manufacturing methods. Customers can specify 

non-standard sizes for kitchen compositions and tailor them 

to their choice of material, finishes and layout. Each project is 

unique and a true realization of a client’s vision. BOFFI CODE 

introduces new materials like wood, marble, steel, natural 

stone and precious fossil wood for the worktops and doors, 

resulting in extraordinary products that set the standard for 

contemporary kitchen design. 
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